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Fashion Industry
Salivates Over Creepy
Photos Of 10-Year-Old
French Girl
Fashion has a new muse, and she is 10 years

old. Meet Thylane Loubry Blondeau.

The child model's parents are Patrick

Blondeau, a former soccer player, and

Véronika Loubry, who used to present a

celebrity news show on French television and

now designs a mother-daughter clothing line.

Thylane has graced the cover of Vogue

Enfants, starred in ad campaigns for the

children's lines of major brands, and regularly works with top fashion photographers including

Dani Brubaker. She started early: in October, 2005, at the age of 4, Thylane walked in Jean-Paul

Gaultier's spring show. She came to my attention earlier this year, when she was one of the

models featured in a Vogue Paris — that's regular, grown-up Vogue, not kiddie Vogue —

editorial that took fashion's fetishistic, often exploitative relationship with extreme youth as its

subject. Now there's a "Fuck Yeah" Tumblr devoted to her every move. [UPDATE: The blogger

behind the Tumblr has now changed the name to "Thylane Blondeau Pictures."]

I personally found the Vogue Paris editorial

refreshing. Sure, it was disturbing, but it

seemed purposefully, knowingly disturbing —

disturbing in the sense that it aimed to perturb

and provoke a reader to question the fashion

industry's treatment of young girls as a kind of

natural resource to be transformed into

product, which is, you know, itself disturbing.

It was published in the knowledge that outrage

would follow, and, like clockwork, outrage

came.
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Models only three or four years (and one middle-school growth spurt) older than Thylane grace

international runways, glossy magazine covers, and ad campaigns for luxury brands regularly.

Only they are not styled as children, which Thylane and the other child models so obviously were

in this spread, with their too-big shoes and their white, little-kid cotton undershirts peeking out

from too-big designer outfits, made up to look like they'd gone a little nuts with mum's rouge.

No, children just a few years older than Thylane are styled and made up to look like the adults

they can pass for — thanks to age-exceptional height — all for the purposes of selling clothes and

accessories. No outrage — a total, complete lack of anything that might be called "outrage" —

ever greets the publication of their work. That's why, to me, so much of the criticism of that

particular Vogue Paris spread rang hollow.

But while I didn't find that single spread

necessarily inappropriate, the body of

Thylane's work — and fashion's apparent

fascination with her — gives me pause. Is it

really necessary to depict a 10-year-old

hooking her thumb into her jeans and

slinging her hip out? Is it really a good idea

to intentionally recall, as one writer put it, a

Diesel ad? If looking at some of her many,

many fashion photographs makes me feel

creepy, is it because of the way the magazines

and photographers have chosen to present

her, or is it because of something I'm reading

into the images?

Even posing questions like these about the

sexualization of children is discomfiting. To

ask is this child too sexy is to put a child's

body under a kind of scrutiny that is (and

should be) strange and unnatural, and that's

not a thing that should be taken lightly. But it's one thing for a parent to take a photo of his or

her little girl while she's running around a beach in a pair of swimsuit bottoms. It's another for a

fashion magazine to take a photo of a 10-year-old sitting topless on a bed and publish it for a

global audience. (Link not exactly SFW.) What steps are being taken to ensure Thylane is

comfortable with these images? Is she aware that, to people older and more familiar with the

commonplaces of fashion photography than she is, the way she is being portrayed reads as

somewhat adult, somewhat sexualized? Is a 10-year-old truly capable of consenting to being shot

in the nude — by a fashion industry client that is using her body to move product, no less? Is a

10-year-old capable of understanding the ramifications of that consent?

It's complicated. Cultural conservatives and politicians tried to censor Robert Mapplethorpe's

images of nude children, but it always seemed to me that you'd have to be kind of sick to see a

picture of a naked little boy spontaneously climbing on an armchair as something sexual. (And

the children themselves, once they were grown up, strenuously defended the artist.) This isn't

Mapplethorpe, though, and fashion editorials aren't art; they're the pictures that go between the

luxury ads. I see no reason to trust that the fashion industry's intentions are honorable.

Especially when fashion's overall relationship

with age is, to put it bluntly, fucked up. Models

commonly start working internationally at age

13-14, and the pace of the work makes it difficult

to do things like finish high school. (Models are

independent contractors, and are thus exempt

from many provisions of labor law, including

minimum wage and age requirements, as well as

legal protection from sexual harassment.)

Fashion loves to infantilize grown women and

portray girls as though they were adults. A fashion shoot isn't necessarily, categorically an
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inappropriate place for a 10-year-old to be — with appropriate supervision. I don't want to argue

that, because of her age, Thylane should be limited to posing with bouncy balls or oversized

lollipops for French children's catalogs, or whatnot.

It's just that so many of the tropes of fashion

photography — the focus on the long limbs,

the aestheticization and objectification of

these young bodies, the preference for blank

expressions and softly opened mouths — are

inherently sexualizing. And that's creepy. (It

doesn't help things that the writer of the

"Fuck Yeah" blog and his or her commenters

are all too keen to dismiss any criticism of

the nature of these pictures as the product of

America's "uptight culture." And to remind

us all, "If you're seeing the images in a sexual way, then that is obviously your OWN problem.")

I modeled as a child, beginning around the age of 7 or 8, and I enjoyed it very much. I earned

money, which I saved, I got an occasional day off school, I got to be around adults with

interesting, creative jobs who made the work we were doing seem fun, I saw some interesting

places. Unless you consider the mere fact of a child having "work" inappropriate, I would say

that all of my work was very appropriate to my age and my interests. I don't want to condemn

another child, and another family, for making the decision to pursue modeling. But something

about some of these pictures, on a level almost deeper than language, creeps me out. And for

that, I blame fashion, not the child or her parents.

This, for example, is what's known as an "implied

nude." I really don't think a 10-year-old should be

shot for one.

'Sexy' Images Of 10-Year-Old Girl/Model Thylane Blondeau Go Too Far [The Gloss]

Fuck Yeah Thylane Blondeau [Official Site]

RELATED STORIES
Plus-Size Models Wear Body Padding To Please Certain Clients, And Other Modeling
Non-Secrets

Watch Male Models Lip-Synch To "A Little Less Conversation"

Plus-Size Model On Plus-Size Issue Of Italian Vogue: "We Need Fashion To Catch Up To
Women Of Size"
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Tue 02 Aug 2011 6:46 PM REALLY?

Maybe its just the fact that I attended art school and took part in more figure drawing classes

then I can remember, but this is not in the least bit sexual to me, not even the last image.

This seems more like a backlash of cultural norms to me. People seem to overreact to young girls

being shown as anything other then little angles or the like.

As a test, replace the 10 year old girl in that last picture with a woman in her 70's in the same

outfit and same stance. Generally speaking most people would NOT find the image sexual.

 LovelyRitaMetermaid @QLAB

promoted by octobunny

Well, this isn't art. It's fashion. Fashion is a business -- a business that almost always uses sex to

market itself.

 Oooh Shiny Objects @QLAB

promoted by drunkexpatwriter

A 70 year old woman being presented as sexy is laughed at, called a "cougar" or whatever awful

name they can come up with next. A 70 year old woman is presented as a used up kind of joke.

Helen Mirren aside, I can't think of anyone above 40 who would even be taken seriously in any

sort of sexualized pose for a fashion spread.

 SubvertAParadigm @QLAB

That's kinda what was said, though. Jenna asks if it's the images themselves, or just what the

observer reads into it.

I don't see the images as sexual myself either, but it doesn't exist in a vacuum so I can

understand different reactions. She's a beautiful little kid who will be sexualized by society upon

hitting press whether or not that's the intent, and I feel like people are being encouraged to see

her in a way they see other fashion models; namely, a sexual context. I think the idea of putting

kids into that position, of becoming commodity, of public scrutiny about their sexuality, at such

a young age is more provocative than the images existing by themselves. It's less about the

(subjective) sexualization of a young kid, and more about our culture's fetish of

youth/infantalising of grown women in general that bugs many people. Some of the images are

seen as an iteration of that, and I can sympathize even if I don't interpret them that way.

Also, I'm not keen on indigenous culture fetishism either but that's just an aside.

 drunkexpatwriter @Oooh Shiny Objects

To be fair, a 45 year old woman is called a "cougar" - a 60 year old woman is called a "jaguar"

and a 70 year old woman is called a "snow leopard."

 QLAB @LovelyRitaMetermaid

Well, I never said it was art, you assumed thats what I meant because I said I went to art school.

Let not make me spit out the assume tripe.

"Fashion is a business -- a business that almost always uses sex to market itself."

Almost always, but again, there is nothing sexual about these images. They are pictures of a little

girl with beautiful eyes, and a frame thats popular in todays fashion world, neither of these two

things are necessarily sexual though.
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If you want to go on about how the fashion industry is obsessed with a figure that just not

possible to sustain, well then we have something we can agree on, but thats not want this article

or the commenters are saying.

 QLAB @drunkexpatwriter

WOW! Considering I spend most of my Gawker time on Gizmodo, I read that as you dont like

Apple.

:º)

 Penny @LovelyRitaMetermaid

Exactly. This is what's unique about fashion, it's a clash of art and commerce. And everything

in-between.

 QLAB @SubvertAParadigm

Now that I can agree with.

My comment was not really pointed at the article as much as it was the commenters.

 harmolecule @QLAB

promoted by deeemer

um yeah, but women in their 70s AREN'T sexual, sexualized, perceived to be sexy, etc etc in a

western context. You're comparing apples to oranges - young women and girls ARE fetishized,

and older women are not. And just because the composition of the photograph is artful, it

doesn't mean that the subject is not problematic. Just because you don't find the image sexual,

doesn't mean most people don't, maybe it's cynical of me but the overall cultural emphasis on

youth as a determinant of womanly beauty means that you can't just observe these pictures in a

vacuum, voiding all the hypersexualization that abounds in fashion and pop culture imagery. Art

school should have taught you that context is almost as meaningful to producing/analysing

images as is use of light and colour. History and culture matter.

 QLAB @Oooh Shiny Objects

You missed the entire point!

Again you are taking this as a sexualized pose, ITS NOT! This is a pretty simple pose that has

nothing sexual about it other then the fact that she not wearing a shirt and thats not sexual in the

least.

I have seen shots like this of women in their 40's-80's and the general reaction from people that

view the image leans more towards pride and or confidence then sex.

It seems as though the word fashion instantly changes peoples perceptions on the subject.

Imagine that this was just some random photoshoot and not for Vouge, would you still have the

same reaction?

 Jenna Sauers @SubvertAParadigm

This whole topic is complicated, because there is literally no age at which women are exempt

from the projections that other people and society at large make onto our bodies. Downthread

you have people arguing that Kate Moss, a grown-ass woman of proven fertility, is

"prepubescent" because she doesn't have very big breasts. There are, conversely, many women

who developed large breasts during puberty, and suddenly found themselves being leered at by

adult men while waiting for the middle school bus. There's a common view that tall women are

unfeminine. Short women are infantilized in a myriad subtle (and not-so-subtle) ways. Society

passes on a million little messages about how when a woman's body exists naturally in a state of
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Edited by Jenna Sauers at 08/02/11 7:38 PM

X, it necessarily and definitively means Y. It's part of the body-policing and boundary-infringing

that we all deal with, to a greater or lesser extent.

I would never argue that, categorically, for a child to work as a model is inappropriate. I would

never argue that, categorically, for a girl to run around without a top on signifies any kind of

sexual appetite, or willingness to be seen as "sexy." I do wonder if it's the best idea for a fashion

magazine — and all fashion magazines, to a greater or lesser extent, trade self-consciously in

"controversy" and sex and youth — to publish implied nude photos of a 10-year-old girl. The

hair-and-necklaces-over-the-breasts thing, that's a trope of fashion photography, and it implies

sex. That context, more than any particular nudity, makes me uncomfortable.

 freshlygrounded @QLAB

promoted by RaquelWelts is NOT on the list

a girl posing looking straight into the camera, with no shirt on, and a necklace covering what

would be breasts is sexual. i don't see how this can be perceived otherwise. if the fact that she's

not wearing a shirt isn't a big deal, why is the necklace purposefully posed to hide her

nakedness? the whole idea is just bizarre, and the fact that this little girl is being made to look

like she's a grown woman in so many of these photographs is weird.

 TerminalMontage @QLAB

promoted by RaquelWelts is NOT on the list

It's probably because you attended art school.

 SubvertAParadigm @Jenna Sauers

Edited by SubvertAParadigm at 08/02/11 9:49 PM

Oh I agree, and I don't think that barring kids from fashion is somehow a panacea. I guess I

should have been more specific in saying that my comment was mostly about the last photo, not

all of the shots. But like you said, there are things that are interpreted in particular as selling

sexuality in our culture and I agree that even though I feel that the last photo specifically is

demure and unsexual by comparison to say, a Victoria's Secret advert, the entire motif is one

that I believe is an extremely common element in fashion and may be interpreted instinctively in

that regard by the public whether or not it was the intent. It feels odd that a magazine either

didn't see that despite dealing in it regularly, or that they chose to do it to be controversial.

 Jenna Sauers @SubvertAParadigm

Edited by Jenna Sauers at 08/02/11 10:01 PM

Oh, I didn't mean I'd interpreted you as saying that, I was just riffing. Sorry.

That Vogue might not have recognized its own trope, and might have selected that particular

photograph from what was no doubt a considerably larger set for relatively innocent reasons, is a

charitable interpretation — I'm not sure I entirely buy it, although technically it is one I can't rule

out. Either way, it does feel odd, as you say.

 PixelSnader @drunkexpatwriter

promoted by drunkexpatwriter

80 year old is a lion? ;)

 Alliewowie @QLAB

I agree, not sexualized at all, perhaps slightly suggestive to some, but really not to me.

The picture of Brooke Shields naked at 10 from the 1970s is far more disturbing. And would have

been/maybe was illegal when made. Click if you dare, it is a disturbing photo: [mono-blog.com]
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 QLAB @Jenna Sauers

I agree fully with everything you said, except for the very end.

It is indeed a trope, but its one that goes back much further then fashion magazines. The topless

female with hair obscuring her breasts is a really damn old trope. The funny part is that its

implied meaning is always shifting, from innocence, to sexual innocence, to lust and back again.

This takes us back to the original discussion in the post.

 QLAB @freshlygrounded

First off this girl is not dolled up to look like a woman, near as bad as other shoots I have seen.

I dont feel like typing this out again, so Im going to copy my reply to Jena above.

It is indeed a trope, but its one that goes back much further then fashion magazines. The topless

female with hair obscuring her breasts is a really damn old trope. The funny part is that its

implied meaning is always shifting, from innocence, to sexual innocence, to lust and back

again.

This takes us back to the original discussion in the post."

The point is that its your own views on sexuality and what visually constitutes it, that define the

images above as sexual or not. Im not saying that your views on the image are wrong, Im saying

you are missing the point of the post.

Eyes sell sex for me, so the very first image, being the only one with a simi-sultry look to the eyes

is the one that displays it for me.

 QLAB @Alliewowie

I have a pretty big movie collection and watch a good deal of stuff, so anything from and around

Pretty Baby, is not new. Again maybe it was just going to art school or the fact that female forms

were a large part of my studies.

Here is an excerpt from a page describing the set you just posted.

"In July 1978, at the age of thirteen, Brooke Shields made front page news in Photo Magazine.

The young American film prodigy was promoting the film Pretty Baby directed by Louis Malle.

In the magazine, a ten-year old Brooke is shown wearing makeup, her glistening body posed

naked in a bathtub. The picture comes from a series taken by Garry Gross, an advertising

photographer from New York who was regularly employed by Brooke’s mother to photograph

her daughter, then a model with the Ford agency. At the time, Gross was working on a project

for publication entitled The Woman in the Child, in which he wanted to reveal the femininity of

prepubescent girls by comparing them to adult women.

The rest of the story is here.

[iconicphotos.wordpress.com]

 drunkexpatwriter @PixelSnader

A lion is a 40 year old who pretends to be 29.

 Vivelafat says Sweep the leg, Johnny. @QLAB

I believe it is you that is missing the point. You may not think the pose is sexualized but that is

entirely based on your opinion. It is not a fact, unless you have some sort of percentage of skin

shown x cmm wide mouth is open x ratio of hip tilt = sexiness equation that I don't know of.
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Because everyone sees "art" differently, and because fashion lies at that intersection of "art and

commerce" as Penny so artfully put it, each individual is going to have a differing opinion on

whether the photo is sexualized or not. The question is, does that matter? Is it OK to print a

photo of a 10-year old that some people may see as sexualized to sell your product? Does it

become "more" or "less" OK depending on how high the percentage of people that see it as sexual

is? That is the question that Jenna is posing. You repeating over and over again that the picture

isn't sexual doesn't answer that question.

 bluesbelle @Oooh Shiny Objects

JLo, Julianne Moore, Aniston, Courtney Cox, Linda Evangelista, Cindy Crawford, Naomi

Campbell, the list goes on, are all over 40 and would be taken seriously in a sexualized pose for a

fashion spread. Celebs (and models) over 40 still qualify as sexy, generally, as long as they are

still the same size they were in their 20s (or smaller). Over 50 it is a bit harder to think of

examples... Susan Sarandon? Madonna?

 QLAB @Vivelafat says Sweep the leg, Johnny.

Nope I get the point, Im expressing my opinion, based on the social norms that helped form MY

opinions. Thats kind of the point Im getting at and what this article brings into question. I never

once tried to state that this was a fact, so there no need for a skin, mouth, hip algorithm.

If you want my response to whether or not I think its ok to do so, just to sell a product, then my

answer would be yes. Mainly because my opinion that beauty and sexuality do not always go

hand in hand. Again this too is just an opinion formed based on my social norms and also the

fact that I do not believe in making rules that try to appease all parties. No matter what you do

you will always piss off some group of people.

My comments are directed towards those that feel that the image is undeniably sexual without

question, and not towards the article itself.

PS your name is awesome.

 Vivelafat says Sweep the leg, Johnny. @QLAB

Edited by Vivelafat says Sweep the leg, Johnny. at 08/03/11 1:36 PM

OK, I was specifically responding to the following:

Again you are taking this as a sexualized pose, ITS NOT! This is a pretty simple pose that has

nothing sexual about it other then the fact that she not wearing a shirt and thats not sexual in

the least.

Which led me to believe you thought whether the pose was sexualized or not was an unequivocal

fact, but reading your very first comment, you have a lot more "In my opinions", so I can

understand that perhaps you were just responding the absoluteness of other commenters. That

being said, I'm torn on this issue. I think that Jenna, being in the fashion industry, has a very

acute understanding of the industries background, historically speaking, of using youth and

sexuality to sell clothes. So while I might not immediately think of a photo as being sexual, the

fact that she sees sexuality referenced in the photo would give me pause, given her larger frame

of reference.

Edited to add: Thanks! I love that movie. Sometimes when a coworker asks me what they should

do in a situation, I'll say, "Sweep the leg", I get a lot of weird looks but that's the price I pay for

being AWESOME.
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